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THE COMPLETE GUIDE 
TO INTEGRATIONS AND 
WHY TO USE THEM

VONAZON / GUIDE

GUIDE

Learn about integrations and how they 
can help your business grow by adding 
the necessary functionality to your 
existing software.
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Have you ever found yourself working on a project in 
which you had to toggle between multiple programs and 
applications? Perhaps you had to plug data from one system 
into another or rewrite the same content over and over again 
to ensure it was in multiple locations.

Although few people have the time or patience for this type 
of tedious work, it’s highly common and often critical to your 
business’s success—these mundane tasks need to get done.

What if there was a way to connect your software to the 
applications you use that successfully brings them together? 
This would mean all your information and data would live in a 
central location with no manual entry required, even if those 
applications don’t actually come with the software itself… 
sound nice?

OVERVIEW
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OVERVIEW

This type of solution exists…
it’s called an integration.

Well, good news!
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WHAT ARE INTEGRATIONS?
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Integrations are a complex topic to understand. So, let’s simplify 
the concept with the help of an analogy we can reference 
throughout this guide. Let’s pretend you want to plug your MacBook 
laptop into your TV using a connector cable so you can watch 
reruns of Friends on Netflix on the big screen. Integrations kind of 
work like this—I’ll explain more as we go.

Integrations connect your software to third-party applications so 
they can share information with each other. They share data from 
one system to the next which provides you with more features and 
options while using your software.

Computer Connecter Cable TV

Now, let’s run through 
some commonly 
asked questions about 
integrations to help 
you get a better grasp 
on what they are, how 
they work, and why your 
company needs them.

> >

Back to our analogy:
If your software is your laptop, you’ll use a connector 

cable, or integration, to then watch Friends on the TV, or application.

SOFTWARE
Long-Arrow-Alt-Right

Long-Arrow-Alt-Right

Long-Arrow-Alt-Right

Long-Arrow-Alt-Right

INTEGRATION APPLICATIONreply reply
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Integrations solve and simplify your need for new software as your business grows and evolves. They allow you to 
keep the system you’re currently using by simply adding connections to third-party applications to enhance system 
functionality and provide additional features you may need but aren’t able to build within your software.

WHY USE INTEGRATIONS

Keep your current laptop and TV, and simply use the connector cable to 
watch Friends on the big screen.

By leveraging integration 
connections across your systems, 
you can power your business to 
achieve a much wider range of 
tasks on your software as you 
enhance its functionality. This is 
especially helpful as your business 
expands since your needs are 
bound to change.

Although your software may have 
the functionality you need when 
you start your business, you’re 
likely going to want additional 
applications to provide the 
features you end up needing 
later on, as you grow.

There are many types of integrations, 
each of which have specific functions to 
help meet different needs. The easiest 
way to think about the various types 
of integrations is by category. Some 
integrations have several functions, 
meaning they could technically fit into 
many categories because they serve 
more than one main purpose. Other 
integrations have one specific function.
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Integrations are helpful tools for virtually 
every business, no matter the size or industry. 
There are integrations suited for every type 
of company (startups, SMBs, and enterprise 
companies) with any purpose (advertising, 
analytics, or content).

WHO NEEDS INTEGRATIONS

WHO NEEDS INTEGRATIONS

If you sell software, you’ll find yourself not only using 
connections for your internal software but also for 
your customers to use along with your software. This is 
because your software may not have every feature and 
function your customers need to run their business. So, by 
adding an integration, they’ll get that added feature or 
function while continuing to use your software.

Referring back to our analogy, without the integration, 
or connector cable, your laptop wouldn’t be able to 
communicate with your TV to allow you to watch Friends 
on the big screen. You need that integration, or cable, to 
allow for added functionality and watch the show on TV—
without it, this wouldn’t be possible.
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Integrations are almost always located in 
some type of marketplace, where customers 
can review and browse all of their options. 
The HubSpot Integrations & Application 
Marketplace is an example of this. Their 
marketplace allows visitors to search and learn 
more about the various integrations and their 
functions, and then connect HubSpot to their 
integration of choice.

(No, you can’t go to Best Buy to pick up your 
integration as you would with your connector 
cable to watch Friends on your TV… you’re right, 
the example doesn’t quite work here.)

HOW DO YOU GET INTEGRATIONS

HOW DO YOU GET INTEGRATIONS

    App
Marketplace

https://ecosystem.hubspot.com/marketplace/apps?_ga=2.233494302.1633424047.1564402422-682709020.1551797337
https://ecosystem.hubspot.com/marketplace/apps?_ga=2.233494302.1633424047.1564402422-682709020.1551797337
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HOW DO INTEGRATIONS WORK WITH APIS?

WORK WITH APIS
API stands for Application Programming Interface. An API is an interface that software uses to recieve information 
(whether that’s data, servers, applications, etc.)

All of the integrations we’re going to discuss below are 
built on APIs. By building integrations on APIs, you can 
connect your integrations to your software and use them 
in tandem with one another. The integration allows for the 
flow of information to and from apps and devices in real 
time — APIs allow them to talk to one another.

Think about this in terms of our analogy from before: 
The application is the TV, the programming allows your 
laptop to communicate with the TV, and the interface 
is how you (the user) are able to interact with the 
application (by watching Friends on your TV). In this 
example, the API is the port on the side of your laptop in 
which you actually insert your integration (the cable) to 
then connect your laptop to your TV.

Computer Connecter Cable TV

> >

https://blog.hubspot.com/blog/tabid/6307/bid/8341/a-marketer-s-guide-to-apis.aspx?_ga=2.197914799.1611654906.1563289844-1493293515.1553017609
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If you’ve heard of integrations before, chances are you’ve also heard about iPaaS, or Integration Platform as a Service. The 
difference between the two is an important distinction to make when determining which one you need for your business. 
While an integration is a one-to-one, direct connection solution, an iPaaS solution is not.

iPaaS is a cloud-based platform that connects 
your applications and systems — whether 
that’s in the cloud or on-premise — between an 
organization and third-party software without 
the use of middleware.

If you look for an integration solution on your 
software’s marketplace and don’t find the connection 
you’re looking for, then you’d turn to an iPaaS solution 
to solve your need for that connection. There are a 
few integrations available today (called “connector 
integrations”, which we’ll cover an example of below) 
that can help you build custom integrations…

INTEGRATION VS. IPAAS SOLUTION

12

INTEGRATION VS. IPAAS

So, which integrations should you actually 
use? Let’s look at a list of some of the most 

popular integrations available.

iPaaS

Integrations

https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/ipaas-guide?_ga=2.203029905.1611654906.1563289844-1493293515.1553017609
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POPULAR INTEGRATIONS

Let’s take a look.

POPULAR INTEGRATIONS
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The following integrations are categorized by 
business need to help you browse through your 
options.

It’s important to note that these are just some 
of today’s popular integrations — there are 
hundreds of more integrations to learn about 
and choose from as your business grows. The 
list we’ve compiled on the next pages contain 
integrations that connect with HubSpot. This 
isn’t to say these HubSpot integrations don’t 
also work with other software. In fact, most of 
these integrations are compatible with dozens 
of programs in addition to HubSpot.
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ADVERTISING INTEGRATIONS

ADVERTISING INTEGRATIONS

Advertising integrations help you market to and reach your target audience. Data about the success of your ads and/ or 
the leads obtained from them is automatically added to your HubSpot CRM so you can learn more about the people who 
interact with your ads and nurture them into customers.

Facebook Ads
The Facebook Ads integration allows 
you to connect your Facebook Ads 
account to HubSpot. This integration 
gives you the ability to attribute your 
ads directly to the contacts who 
interact with them. It also allows you 
to review real data about which ads 
impact your bottom line. This simplifies 
the reporting process for all of your 
Facebook Ad efforts.

AdRoll
Different businesses and products have 
various buyer personas. The AdRoll 
integration gives you the opportunity 
to create personalized retargeting ads 
for different lead segments in your 
HubSpot contacts. You can personalize 
several parts of the ads, such as 
content and formatting, that will best 
relate to your prospect. This allows you 
to focus on your audience’s attributes 
so you can effectively reach your 
prospects — you can gather intricate 
details about your prospects from your 
CRM via the integration so you’re able 
to successfully retarget them.

InstaPage
If you’re not a developer, creating 
your website’s landing page might 
sound like an overwhelming task. 
The Instapage integration provides 
a straightforward option for anyone 
who wants to create and personalize 
their landing page and then send lead 
information straight to HubSpot. These 
details are automatically placed under 
the associated contact in HubSpot 
for you — meaning there’s no need to 
perform this transfer manually.

https://ecosystem.hubspot.com/marketplace/apps/marketing/advertising/facebookads?_ga=2.173604131.1693007218.1565012954-682709020.1551797337
https://ecosystem.hubspot.com/marketplace/apps/marketing/advertising/adroll?_ga=2.132714766.1693007218.1565012954-682709020.1551797337
https://ecosystem.hubspot.com/marketplace/apps/marketing/lead-generation/instapage?_ga=2.229265820.1693007218.1565012954-682709020.1551797337
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ABM INTEGRATIONS

ABM INTEGRATIONS

ABM stands for account-based marketing. These integrations help you leverage your account and audience data so you 
can tailor your messaging, CTAs, and marketing strategies to close deals and attract customers.

OrgChartHub
The OrgChartHub integration allows 
you to efficiently build customer 
organization charts without ever 
leaving HubSpot. You can create 
customer organization charts while 
in HubSpot so you’re able to easily 
identify unknown contacts, visualize 
key stakeholders, and customize your 
sales personas without manually 
sending any of this information back 
and forth.

CaliberMind
With the CaliberMind integration, you’ll 
be able to look at your cross-channel 
account engagement and create 
alerts for your reps about which deals 
they should focus on closing to meet 
quotas. The integration takes your 
contacts directly from HubSpot and 
automatically matches them to their 
associated accounts so you don’t have 
to.

Metadata
The Metadata integration provides 
account-based advertising services. 
You can automatically
identify specific target accounts and 
contacts from HubSpot to create 
personalized advertisements at scale 
to help you close more deals and 
reach your target audience more 
effectively.

16

https://ecosystem.hubspot.com/marketplace/apps/sales/sales-enablement/orgcharthub?_ga=2.232003871.1693007218.1565012954-682709020.1551797337
https://ecosystem.hubspot.com/marketplace/apps/marketing/analytics-data/calibermind?_ga=2.160576189.1693007218.1565012954-682709020.1551797337
https://ecosystem.hubspot.com/marketplace/apps/marketing/marketing-automation/metadata?_ga=2.160576189.1693007218.1565012954-682709020.1551797337
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ANALYTICS AND DATA INTEGRATIONS

ANALYTICS & DATA

Databox
With the increase of remote 
employees across businesses and 
the number of people who access 
their work while on-the-go, having the 
ability to review and manage your 
key performance indicators (KPIs) 
from anywhere can be quite helpful. 
The Databox integration provides you 
with access to all of your analytics 
data in HubSpot from a wide variety 
of sources including Google Analytics, 
SEMRush, mobile, desktop, Facebook, 
and more.

Hotjar
In a world where many website 
visitors are uninterested in completing 
forms and providing their personal 
information, Hotjar is a great way to 
learn about who your visitors are and 
what they’re looking for on your site. The 
Hotjar integration gives you insight into 
who your website and mobile visitors 
are and what their needs consist of 
directly from HubSpot.

Klipfolio
The Klipfolio integration shows you your 
most important metrics in real-time 
and creates easy-to-read dashboards 
in HubSpot so you can track and 
analyze performance across all of 
your platforms from one location. 
This allows you to improve your data 
transparency and reach your targets 
faster.
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https://ecosystem.hubspot.com/marketplace/apps/marketing/analytics-data/databox?_ga=2.229388700.1693007218.1565012954-682709020.1551797337
https://ecosystem.hubspot.com/marketplace/apps/marketing/analytics-data/hotjar?_ga=2.229388700.1693007218.1565012954-682709020.1551797337
https://ecosystem.hubspot.com/marketplace/apps/marketing/analytics-data/klipfolio?_ga=2.229388700.1693007218.1565012954-682709020.1551797337
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CALLING INTEGRATIONS
Whether it’s a meeting with fellow employees or your 
prospective and current customers, calling integrations 
will make all phone and video call interactions simple. Your 
contact’s information and details about the call will be 
recorded in HubSpot for easy access.

This also provides sales 
reps and support team 

members with the necessary 
background information 
to assist the prospect or 
customer appropriately.

CALLING INTEGRATIONS

UberConference
With UberConference, it takes just 
seconds to schedule your meetings 
with colleagues and prospective 
customers so you can focus on tasks 
that require more attention. The 
integration allows you to schedule 
meetings quickly and easily without 
ever having to leave your HubSpot 
portal.

Aircall
Phone calls remain one of the most 
effective ways to interact with your 
prospective and current customers. 
Whether it’s a sales or support call, 
the Aircall integration allows you to 
manage your call flows and attentively 
assist your leads and customers all 
within HubSpot so your contact’s 
information lives in one, central location.

CallRail
The CallRail integration is a call 
tracking and analytics system which 
allows you to customize segments 
and actions based on your specific 
calls with prospects and customers. 
All of your call and text data will 
automatically be added and 
organized in HubSpot under the 
associated contact so you don’t have 
to manually enter any data.
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CONNECTOR INTEGRATIONS

CONNECTOR INTEGRATIONS

Connector integrations provide you with access to dozens of applications which sync to HubSpot to save you time and 
add functionality. Some connector integrations offer a wide range of applications and some have more specific types of 
applications. Additionally, some connector integrations can assist in creating a custom integration to suit your needs.

Automate.io
The Automate.io integration connects 
to HubSpot to give you access to 
over 80 applications. By syncing with 
these apps, you’ll be able to transfer 
data to them to create customized 
integrations so you can manage all of 
your data in a way that works for your 
business all within HubSpot.

Zapier
The Zapier integration allows you to 
automatically connect your software to 
over 1,000 applications. It links your apps 
to HubSpot for you in just a few clicks 
to save you time. There’s no coding 
required and your apps will be able to 
begin sharing data in an easy-to-read 
workflow format in your HubSpot portal.

PieSync
The PieSync integration provides 
real-time, two-way contact sync. This 
means every time you add a contact 
to HubSpot, it automatically syncs 
to an application (such as Google 
Contacts or Outlook), and vice versa 
— you don’t need to worry about any 
importing or exporting, expediting and 
simplifying your contact syncs.

19

https://ecosystem.hubspot.com/marketplace/apps/productivity/workflow-automation/automateio?_ga=2.199425454.1693007218.1565012954-682709020.1551797337
https://ecosystem.hubspot.com/marketplace/apps/productivity/connector/zapier?_ga=2.240384259.1693007218.1565012954-682709020.1551797337
https://ecosystem.hubspot.com/marketplace/apps/productivity/connector/piesync?_ga=2.240384259.1693007218.1565012954-682709020.1551797337
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CONTENT INTEGRATIONS

CONTENT INTEGRATIONS

Beacon
If your website has a collection of 
blog posts, the Beacon integration 
might be a good option for you. The 
integration ensures your content looks 
professional and allows you to drive 
more leads by getting more value out 
of your existing content — it connects 
to HubSpot to automatically convert 
your blog posts into downloadable 
content such as eBooks.

briX
The briX integration connects to 
HubSpot so you can design and 
personalize web pages for your site. You 
don’t need a background in web design 
or coding to create beautiful pages — 
the drag-and-drop template and 100+ 
customizable features make it easy 
to organize your content in any way 
you choose. This integration is ideal for 
easily designing and personalizing web 
pages directly from HubSpot.

Belch.io
Customized landing pages, web 
pages, and emails provide a 
professional look and feel for your 
visitors, leads, and customers while 
interacting with your business online. 
The Belch.io integration connects 
to HubSpot so you can personalize 
and brand all of these things in just 
minutes. It’s a great option for anyone 
without a background in coding or 
web development who wants to 
design and customize their site pages 
and emails to complement their brand 
all from HubSpot.

Content integrations help you create, design, and share custom content for your website. They also help you learn about 
who’s interacting with the content and how they’re interacting with it. That information is then synced to HubSpot so you 
can organize it and add it to specific contacts.

https://ecosystem.hubspot.com/marketplace/apps/marketing/cms/beacon?_ga=2.236198529.1693007218.1565012954-682709020.1551797337
https://ecosystem.hubspot.com/marketplace/apps/marketing/cms/brix?_ga=2.195752364.1693007218.1565012954-682709020.1551797337
https://ecosystem.hubspot.com/marketplace/apps/marketing/website-builder/belchio?_ga=2.195752364.1693007218.1565012954-682709020.1551797337
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CUSTOMER SUCCESS INTEGRATIONS
Customer success integrations connect to HubSpot to make your internal and external interactions with employees 
(cross-team) and customers straight-forward. They simplify communication and help you share information and/or 
data when you need to.

CUSTOMER INTEGRATIONS

Slack
The Slack integration is a digital 
workspace and communication 
tool that allows you to connect 
and talk with your team members. 
The integration is ideal for team 
collaboration and coordination 
from anywhere. By connecting the 
integration to your software, you can 
use Slack’s and HubSpot’s features in 
either the application or the software 
so you don’t have to waste time 
toggling back and forth — the same 
information will be found in both 
locations in real time.

Zendesk
Zendesk offers a ticketing system to 
keep track of customer inquiries and 
allows you to keep details about all 
of your customer interactions in one 
place. It helps you provide consistent 
customer experiences among your 
fellow employees and customers. By 
connecting HubSpot to the Zendesk 
integration, you’ll be able to bring 
the work of your sales, marketing, 
and support teams together in a 
central location. It also allows these 
departments to communicate with 
each other while in HubSpot as well.

LiveChat
The LiveChat integration allows 
you to communicate with potential 
customers in real-time when they 
need assistance or guidance while on 
your website from HubSpot. Whether 
it’s a question about your product 
or the need for help in the checkout 
process, LiveChat allows you to walk 
them through the information they 
need to help you boost conversions 
and build strong relationships with 
prospects and customers.

21
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ECOMMERCE INTEGRATIONS

ECOMMERCE INTEGRATIONS

If you have an online store, ecommerce integrations are a great way to learn about what your customers and visitors are 
doing while they’re on your website. By connecting these integrations to HubSpot, you’ll know when your visitors are most 
frequently abandoning your site or their carts so you can create re-engagement content to regain their interest.

Shopify
The Shopify integration allows you 
to easily incorporate all of your 
ecommerce data and customer 
data within HubSpot. It automatically 
syncs customer, product, and deal 
information in HubSpot under the 
associated customer’s profile, so 
your entire team can view all of these 
details in one location. You can also 
create cart abandonment nurturing 
tactics, re-engagement ads for 
your website from HubSpot once 
you connect the integration to the 
software.

Typeform
The Typeform integration helps you 
create and design web and mobile 
forms for your leads. You can create 
contact forms, sign up forms, quizzes, 
and more, and all of your responses 
will automatically be sent directly to 
HubSpot so you can easily review your 
results and responses and compile 
them under the associated contact in 
HubSpot.

Magento
The Magento integration helps 
you create and send upsell, cross-
sell, and reorder emails as well as 
develop abandoned cart nurturing 
tactics to boost your conversions. 
It automatically sends all of your 
customers’ ecommerce-related 
data, as well as emails between you 
and your customers, straight to their 
respective HubSpot contact record.
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https://ecosystem.hubspot.com/marketplace/apps/marketing/ecommerce/shopify?_ga=2.161619644.1693007218.1565012954-682709020.1551797337
https://ecosystem.hubspot.com/marketplace/apps/marketing/lead-generation/typeform?_ga=2.161619644.1693007218.1565012954-682709020.1551797337
https://ecosystem.hubspot.com/marketplace/apps/marketing/ecommerce/magento-by-eyemagine?_ga=2.169947808.1693007218.1565012954-682709020.1551797337
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EMAIL INTEGRATIONS

EMAIL INTEGRATIONS

MailChimp
The MailChimp integration allows 
you to sync HubSpot with your email 
service provider. You can build email 
campaigns and rest easy knowing 
the Intelligent Error Handling feature 
will continue engaging your contacts 
even if a syncing error occurs between 
the software and application. By 
connecting MailChimp to HubSpot, 
you’ll have the ability to automatically 
add contacts from HubSpot into your 
application’s email lists and vice versa 
so you never have to do it manually.

Privy
Privy helps you make more sales and 
turn more prospects into delighted 
customers. The integration uses 
targeted pop-up ads, banners, 
bars, and more to help you boost 
conversions and decrease page 
abandonment. It also automatically 
syncs all of your new leads from your 
website to HubSpot so the software 
can help you nurture them and convert 
them into customers.

Front
The Front integration is a collaborative 
inbox, meaning all members of 
your team can see and access 
your contacts, review deals, and 
see all activity history while working 
in HubSpot. All of these details are 
automatically synced in Front and 
your CRM. This helps you improve your 
customer experience and ensure it 
remains consistent no matter which 
employees your customers work with.

Email integrations help you track a prospect’s interactions with sales reps, personalize your email automation with certain 
contacts, and measure the success of your email campaigns among your target audience — all from HubSpot.

23
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Whether it’s an in-person event, a webinar, an online meeting, or a 
video conference, the following integrations simplify every aspect 
of hosting an event.

Eventbrite
Eventbrite helps you use inbound 
marketing tactics to attract more 
prospects and customers to your 
in-person events. Once connected 
to your software, the integration 
automatically takes data from your 
contact lists in HubSpot to help you 
uncover effective ways to connect 
with your target audience, face-to-
face.

They allow your contacts 
to book meetings with you 

and you can update all 
information related to your 

contacts post-event or 
meeting in HubSpot.

GoToWebinar
No matter the type of event you’re 
hosting, the GoToWebinar integration 
automatically syncs all of your 
registrant and participant information 
in HubSpot under the associated 
contact. You’ll never have to worry 
about manually importing data about 
your webinar contacts again — instead, 
you’ll have more time to focus on the 
event itself.

EVENT AND WEBINAR 
INTEGRATIONS

EVENT & WEBINAR INTEGRATIONS

Setmore
The Setmore integration simplifies 
appointment scheduling for you. It 
automatically imports your booked 
appointments (and information 
about the customer who booked the 
appointment) to HubSpot under the 
correct contact’s profile so you don’t 
have to do it manually.

24

https://ecosystem.hubspot.com/marketplace/apps/marketing/events/eventbrite?_ga=2.140056115.1693007218.1565012954-682709020.1551797337
https://ecosystem.hubspot.com/marketplace/apps/marketing/webinar/gotowebinar?_ga=2.140056115.1693007218.1565012954-682709020.1551797337
https://ecosystem.hubspot.com/marketplace/apps/sales/scheduling/setmore?_ga=2.173161123.1693007218.1565012954-682709020.1551797337
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LEAD GENERATION INTEGRATIONS

LEAD GENERATION INTEGRATIONS

Wordpress
The WordPress integration helps you 
optimize and align your WordPress 
website with the data about your 
contacts and business goals you 
have in HubSpot. Your HubSpot 
account and all of your growth tools 
will automatically be connected to 
your WordPress site so you can work 
to attract, engage, and delight site 
visitors and customers on your site 
from either WordPress or HubSpot.

Unbounce
The Unbounce integration helps you 
with the lead capturing and nurturing 
processes. You can create lead 
generation forms and send all data 
collected about your leads directly to 
HubSpot. At any point in time, you can 
take this data about your leads and use 
it to create campaigns. You’ll also have 
the ability to export any data in just 
seconds from your Unbounce account 
and share it anywhere.

Survey Monkey
With the SurveyMonkey integration, 
you can create and distribute custom 
surveys to your prospects and 
customers, collect all data obtained, 
and view your responses within 
HubSpot. This is ideal because you 
can then segment and organize all 
your contacts based on their survey 
responses to easily manage the type 
of content and/or follow up they 
receive.

25

https://ecosystem.hubspot.com/marketplace/apps/marketing/wordpress/wordpress?_ga=2.207884946.1693007218.1565012954-682709020.1551797337
https://ecosystem.hubspot.com/marketplace/apps/marketing/lead-generation/unbounce?_ga=2.236015873.1693007218.1565012954-682709020.1551797337
https://ecosystem.hubspot.com/marketplace/apps/customer-success/survey/surveymonkey?_ga=2.236015873.1693007218.1565012954-682709020.1551797337
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SALES INTEGRATIONS

SALES INTEGRATIONS

HelloSign
Once connected to HubSpot, you’ll 
automatically be notified of any action 
a prospect takes on any document 
you send them with the HelloSign 
integration. Examples of the actions 
you’ll be notified about include when 
a prospect or customer receives, 
opens, or signs the document. Then, 
this activity data is sent to the contact 
it belongs to in HubSpot so reps know 
where the prospect or customer is 
in the buyer’s journey and how they 
should go about following up with 
them.

SalesForce
If you’re a Salesforce user, you can 
automatically sync all of your contacts’ 
information from the database into 
HubSpot once connected to the 
Salesforce integration. This allows you 
to work with reps to get strong lead 
intelligence and revenue reporting. 
You can mesh your marketing and 
sales work, content, and information 
so you and your team can access any 
information from either system at any 
point in time.

PandaDoc
When it comes to sales work, there 
are many tasks involved that don’t 
necessarily include the process of 
actually closing a deal. The PandaDoc 
integration automatically organizes 
and reviews information from HubSpot 
about your prospect to help you 
with non-selling tasks like creating 
and sending quotes, proposals, and 
contracts.

Sales integrations help you bring your sales tools, tactics, and prospects’ information together using HubSpot. You’ll be 
able to keep your marketing, support, and sales details in a central location for all teams to access, analyze, and refer 
to as needed.
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https://ecosystem.hubspot.com/marketplace/apps/sales/sales-enablement?_ga=2.165876030.1693007218.1565012954-682709020.1551797337
https://www.hubspot.com/products/salesforce?_ga=2.131143311.1693007218.1565012954-682709020.1551797337
https://ecosystem.hubspot.com/marketplace/apps/sales/sales-enablement/pandadoc?_ga=2.131143311.1693007218.1565012954-682709020.1551797337
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Understanding your social media following is a huge part of successful marketing. Social media integrations help you learn 
about your followers, understand the type of content they interact with and share, and automate specific parts of your 
social media strategy.

Facebook
With the Facebook integration, you 
can automatically connect your 
business’s Facebook account to 
HubSpot. Schedule Facebook posts 
ahead of time, and analyze and 
measure their performance. This 
integration is ideal if you want to 
manage your Facebook marketing 
strategy alongside your other social 
media marketing strategies directly 
from HubSpot.

LinkedIn
By connecting your LinkedIn account 
to HubSpot through the LinkedIn 
integration, you can easily engage with 
your network and communicate with all 
of your contacts from HubSpot. You can 
also auto-publish your blogs and share 
specific content with your followers to 
nurture them into leads and customers. 
This integration is also great for tracking 
engagement along with all of your 
other social media channels and 
marketing efforts all from HubSpot’s 
social media tool.

SOCIAL MEDIA INTEGRATIONS

SOCIAL MEDIA INTEGRATIONS

Twitter
Schedule Tweets ahead of time, 
monitor Twitter streams, view Tweets 
and Twitter interactions of your 
competitors, and monitor accounts 
that are important to your brand from 
HubSpot with the Twitter integration. 
All information about your current and 
new followers will be added to your 
contact lists in HubSpot so everything 
is organized appropriately.
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https://ecosystem.hubspot.com/marketplace/apps/marketing/social-media/facebook?_ga=2.174807586.1693007218.1565012954-682709020.1551797337
https://ecosystem.hubspot.com/marketplace/apps/marketing/social-media/linkedin?_ga=2.174807586.1693007218.1565012954-682709020.1551797337
https://ecosystem.hubspot.com/marketplace/apps/marketing/social-media/twitter?_ga=2.174807586.1693007218.1565012954-682709020.1551797337
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VIDEO INTEGRATIONS

They allow you to create and 
implement videos on your site 

pages and forms as well as 
measure the success of your 

video marketing efforts.

VIDEO GENERATION INTEGRATIONS

Wistia
The Wistia integration provides you 
with the ability to integrate videos on 
your website, and then incorporate 
HubSpot forms with those videos to 
improve video engagement (and 
hopefully, conversion) rates. If any lead 
converts on a video, their information 
is automatically sent to HubSpot so 
you’ll have their video-viewing data 
paired with their contact details.

YouTube
The YouTube integration connects 
your YouTube channel to HubSpot. 
This way, you can easily report on 
your video and channel success and 
compare this data to that of your 
other social platforms using HubSpot’s 
analytics and social media tools and 
dashboards.

Promo
With the Promo integration, you can 
choose from over three million clips, 
templates, and music options to use 
to create a video for your site directly 
from HubSpot. You can easily throw 
in custom messaging, branding, or 
logos to personalize the video for 
your business based on a specific 
prospect’s needs and interests, found 
under their specific contact in HubSpot.

With the rise of video and video marketing in business today, 
integrations that help you incorporate this media on your website 
have become quite useful.

https://ecosystem.hubspot.com/marketplace/apps/marketing/video/wistia?_ga=2.140705458.1693007218.1565012954-682709020.1551797337
https://ecosystem.hubspot.com/marketplace/apps/marketing/social-media/youtube?_ga=2.195089068.1693007218.1565012954-682709020.1551797337
https://ecosystem.hubspot.com/marketplace/apps/marketing/video/promo-by-slidely?_ga=2.195089068.1693007218.1565012954-682709020.1551797337
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GET A FREE EVALUATION

Integrations have the power to enhance all aspects of your business. No matter the software you 
use to run your company, you can find integrations that can help simplify your processes, optimize 
your efforts, and empower your fellow employees. So, find the right integration marketplace for your 
software and begin connecting to the applications suited for your business needs.

Interested in learning more about how our services can help your business create a better customer 
experience with integrations?

GET A FREE EVALUATION NOW

LET’S WORK TOGETHER

Tony Herrera, Regional Sales Manager, Vonazon Inc.
(805) 791-5474   |  (800) 600-7007
sales@vonazon.com

https://vonazon.com/free-platform-evaluation/
mailto:sales%40vonazon.com?subject=
https://vonazon.com/
https://www.hubspot.com/

